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By Jose Rizal

Dodo Press. Paperback. Condition: New. 48 pages. Dimensions:
9.0in. x 5.8in. x 0.2in.Dr. Jose Protasio Rizal Mercado y Alonso
Realonda (1861-1896) was a Filipino polymath, nationalist and
the most prominent advocate for reforms in the Philippines
during the Spanish colonial era. He attended the Ateneo
Municipal de Manila, earning a Bachelor of Arts degree
sobresaliente. Rizal enrolled in Medicine and Philosophy and
Letters at the University of Santo Tomas and then travelled
alone to Madrid, Spain, where he continued his studies at the
Universidad Central de Madrid, earning the degree of Licentiate
in Medicine. He was a prolific poet, essayist, diarist,
correspondent, and novelist whose most famous works were
his two novels, Noli me Tangere (1887) and El Filibusterismo
(1891). As a political figure, Rizal was the founder of La Liga
Filipina, a civic organization that subsequently gave birth to
the Katipunan led by Andres Bonifacio and Emilio Aguinaldo.
He is considered the Philippines national hero and the
anniversary of Rizals death is commemorated as a Philippine
holiday called Rizal Day. This item ships from multiple
locations. Your book may arrive from Roseburg,OR, La
Vergne,TN. Paperback.
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Very beneficial for all type of folks. It can be rally intriguing throgh studying time. You will like how the writer publish
this ebook.
-- Na tha n Cr uicksha nk-- Na tha n Cr uicksha nk

Totally one of the better pdf I have at any time read through. It really is simplified but shocks within the 50 % from the
ebook. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Ma r ia no Spinka-- Ma r ia no Spinka
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